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‘‘
Should my name even
be in the same sentence as
Anja Langer and Marjo Selin?
Recently an idea had been
cobbled together that these two
female bodybuilding icons and
little old me should do a photo
shoot together showing different
examples of fit female physiques.
Oxygen readers would certainly
love to see what had become
of these enormously famous
and dare I say, bigger-than-life
women. Even more important
would be the lessons one might
learn from observing our diverse
physiques and how that has
parlayed into life or a living for
each of us. Little did I realize
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howmuch I was about to learn.
I had just barely returned from

aweek of vacation fraught with
mishaps myself when I had to
shuffle back to the airport to pick
up our international guests.
Marjo and her husbandHannu
had flown in fromHawaii while
Anja arrived fromGermany. All
guests were whisked to our home
and ensconced in their beds to
catch up onmuch-needed sleep
after their exhausting travels.
I had no such luxury as I had to
prepare for the never-ending
meals my bodybuilding friends
would require. I trundled off
to the grocery store to stock
up on clean eats.

Never before had I served so
many hungry, muscle-building
bodies at once! Between my
husband and myself, we
consume seven to eight dozen
eggs in a regular week. Our
children laughed hysterically
when I walked in the door
with 24 dozen eggs, hoping
this would get me through the
upcoming days. Their laughter
obviously let me know they
thought I was nuts. I was
unconvinced. And it turns out
I had good reason to doubt my
exuberant egg purchase. All 24
dozen eggs (that’s 288 eggs)
had vaporized within five
days. Eggs were not the only
vaporizing commodity.
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What I learned from the

Bodybuilders
Bodybuilding icons

Anja Langer and
Marjo Selin spent a
few days training

withOxygen’s Tosca
Reno, sharing their

secrets to building an
enviable physique.

Tosca gives you
insider tips.

BYTOSCA RENO | PHOTOGRAPHY PAUL BUCETA
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Tosca (middle) flanked by Anja Langer (left) and

Marjo Selin, two bodybuilders who competed in the

80s and continue to train, stay fit and inspire others. >>>
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My training was taken to a whole new level.
I now will always test myself this way by
doing more than my brain thought I could.

Yogurt, oats, millet, cheese,
salad ingredients, nuts,
Ryvita, cucumbers, tom-
atoes and oddly, beer and
wine vanished from sight at
lightning speed. Muscles are
hungry little things aren’t
they? I felt in good company
because I have always
known I was a hungry gal
but now I was among others
who could really eat!

I suppose I was a little
surprised about the amount
of wine and beer consumed!
I have always maintained
that a glass of wine should
be enjoyed sporadically.
Per-haps bigger-than-life
bodybuilders can consume
more wine than I can –
that’s not hard to do – but
I tend to steer clear for the
most part.

In the gym, training
was taken to a whole new
level. Lifting for me is san-
ity. Lifting with world class
bodybuilders is insanity!
Marjo helped me push out
forced reps. These are the

reps that come after your set
is complete and the muscles
are already exhausted. She
then places her fingers
under the bar when doing
skull crushers, for example,
(which we did in my home
gym) and commanded me
to do more. Her urgent
command to “do another
one! And another! And
another!” still rings in my
ears. With the bar hovering
precariously over my head
with each forced rep I felt
each time that I was seve-
rely tested and that the bar
would come down on my
face. I just didn’t think I
had it in me. But with her
coaching, guess what? I
managed to do five more
reps at the end of each set
with those already exhau-
sted triceps and now I will
always test myself this way
by doing more than my
brain thought I could.

Another valuable gym
lesson again came at the
hands of Marjo. While

Tosca (seated) learns

new techniques at

the hands of two

bodybuilding icons; Anja

demonstrates her form.

With her two bodybuilding partners ather side, Tosca focuses on best form. >>

‘‘ ‘‘

– TOSCA
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>>
TURN FORMORE
INSPIRATION.

stood over me, encouraging
me to vary the intensity
after five reps. So the first
five would be performed at
regular speed and the next
five would be done faster.
She urged me to carry on

this way, alternating my
intensity until all 25 reps
were performed. What a
pump! Secretly I hoped she
wouldn’t now ask me to

the wide-set shoulders,
powerful back and tiny
waist. Her V-taper is what
landed her much of her
fame on the body-building
circuit in the late 80s when
she was the favored chall-
enger to multi Ms. Olympia,
Cory Everson. Yikes! What
was she going to do to me?
We began with chins. Of
course she could pop them
off one after the other, but I
required some assistance
after several chins. Anja
explained that even she has
to keep up with chins
because it is like any other

doing 45-degree incline leg
presses she taught me how
to do HIITs during the
exercise. Yes, HIITs! Who
knew you could practice
high-intensity interval
training while training

quads? With plenty of 50s
stacked on either side of the
machine I had planned to
do at least 25 reps for a
resounding leg blast. Marjo

Who knew you could practice
high-intensity interval training
while training quads?

“Having these
two

former pro bodybu
ilders

stay at our ho
me together

withHannuwho kept us lau
ghing

everyminutewas a real joy.

At times I felt a little
out ofmy

league until B
ob remindedme

that ‘they are
bodybuilders

and you,Tosca
, are a

fitnessmodel!’”

LESSONS
LEARNED

gives you an objective to
focus on while performing
the move and demands that
you balance yourself care-
fully, otherwise you fall out of
the maneuvers. More
abdominal work followed
until we had exhausted what

do forced reps with the leg
press too. I might have
crashed the machine!
Thank God she was already
on to the next exercise.

Marjo’s exuberance for
training was palpable in the
gym. She forcibly exhales
and inhales so that oxygen
floods the cells in her entire
body, making sounds while
she is training so you know
what she is up to. I had to
stop and admire the gusto
she employs while executing
her reps. I knew I was
standing in the roomwith an
icon, a woman of significant

achievements who earned
themwith her tenacity and
power. It gives me shivers
to recall those hours spent
together in the gym.
I was in awe and still am.

Anja has a different app-
roach to training which is
slow and deliberate. This
too has its merits. We
worked abs and back
together. I was excited to
pick up back-training tips
from Anja, she of the
beautiful back. There are
few women in the sport
who have the genetic
blessings Anja does of

skill, easily lost if not
practiced. She performed
chins with a methodical pace
and deep breaths that
allowed her to give her
utmost to the job. I am still
practicing folks! We also did
seated rows and bent-over
rows. Build that back baby!

After this we gave our abs
a thorough trashing. I like
the V-sit move we did with a
ball in between our legs. It

>> Increase intensity by forcing
out a fewmore reps.

>>Vary the speed of your reps,
i.e., 5 slow, 5 fast, 5 slow,
5 fast.

>> Eat eggs, eggs, eggs if you
wish to gainmuscle.

>> Perform super-strict slow
and deliberate reps at times
to keepmuscles guessing.

>>Never leave chins out of
your back training for long.

>> It’s easy to lose the knack
as the years go by.

>> Pay attention to breathing.
Inhale deeply to flood
muscles with oxygen
before the rep. Exhale
forcibly after the rep.
Never hold your breath!

Hannu Selin shows off

his physiquewith Anja,

Tosca andMarjo.

‘‘

‘‘

I don’t want to give up the weights, not ever!
– ANJA
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WIDE-GRIP
BARBELL
PRESS
3 x 15–20

SEATED
DUMBBELL
PRESS
3 x 15–20

LATERAL RAISE
3 x 15–20

Marjo, Anja and I went
through a high-rep

shoulder routine at the
Oxygen gym (yes,

Oxygen has its own gym
at their editorial offices).

“JUST FOR FUN,WE EACH DID
100 REPS OF LEG PRESSES
– I, FOR ONE, COULD HARDLY
WALK THE NEXT DAY.”

Shoulder
routine

reserves we had. Anja’s
grace throughout her stay
with us permeated every-
thing she did from training
to posing. She has a balletic
grace about her.

There is a tight sister-
hood among weight-lifting
women. Such Sisters in
Iron understand the gym
and its challenges and
rewards intimately. It is fair
to say women like Marjo,
Anja and myself and
probably most of you live
for the time spent in the
gymwhere we have the
opportunity to shape not
only a decent physique
but also a powerful mind.
Marjo has parlayed her
love of sports and weight-
lifting into a successful
personal training business
located in exotic Maui,
Hawaii. She and Hannu
share the responsibilities
at REPS Training Center
where I have been lucky
enough to train. Anyone
who has had the good
fortune to train with
Marjo will have been
handed a blessing. I have
never worked with anyone
so dedicated and so except-
ionally gifted strength or
physique wise. On top of
that she is the nicest
person! So much so that
she and her husband stood
up for Bob and me at our
wedding in Maui a few
years ago (that’s when
I trained at REPS). Anja
is taking some time to
raise her sons. Living in
Stuttgart, Germany, she
also works with promising
up-and-coming body-
building competitors,
sharing her unique sense
of style and grace so that
they too may become icons
in the field. And continue,
as she and Marjo have, to
inspire others.

‘‘ ‘‘You need the sisterhood of the women
who celebrate being fit and there is a tight
sisterhood amongweight lifting women.

– TOSCA

‘‘ ‘‘Build variety into
your training and
take control of it.

–MARJO

‘‘‘‘The support you receive fromyour loved ones canmake all the
difference to your training.

– ANJA

BONUS WORKOUT

It is fair to say women like Marjo, Anja and myself and probably most of
you live for the time spent in the gym where we have the opportunity to

shape not only a decent physique but also a powerful mind.

WaileaTownCenter
161Wailea Ike Place, Unit B-101
Wailea,Maui, Hawaii 96753

Phone: 808.875.1066 • email: info@repsfitness.com

MOREABOUTANJA– anjalanger.com

MARJO & HANNU’S
REPS TRAINING CENTER

‘‘ ‘‘

– TOSCA


